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7B*, repair and renovation

work at the Methodist Chapel,
Bilsborrow, near Garstang in
L997 -8, considerable quantities of
pottery wasters were found.

The attractive octagonal chapel
was built in 1811 on what seems

to have been the site of a pottery.
Nthough the fenestration and roof
are of 1811 there is a possibility that the walls of the chapel are based on those of the'hovel'or
roundhouse, protecting the fuemouths of the original kiln. There are many unexplained features
including an older floor some 2'6" (750nwr) below the present floor. Work on and adjacent to the
chapel produced a large quantifr of potsherds representing bread-crocks, chamber-pots, stewpots
and drinking vessels in red earthenware with black or brown glaze, bottles and dishes in red
earthenware with concentric rings of white slip, very similar to those from Burton-in-Lonsdale, and
elements of kiln furniture. The latter included saggars, cockspurs and parting-sherds formed in a
distinctive way as long clay'sausages', marked on upper and lower surfaces with the rims of vessels
which they separated.

Formerly the surrounding landscape showed evidence of claypits but the building of the M6
motorway led to these being filled and levelled. Hewitson (1) records a tradition about the chapel:

'Up the lane, on the north side, a few hundred yards from the bridge, there is an octagon-shaped,
white-washed building which has for many years been used as a Wesleyan Methodist Chapel. h

goes by the name of "Pothouse Chapel". Originally, it is said that pots - in all probability brown
earther*vare ones - were made in this building, and the clay for them would most likely be

obtained when marl was being sought for in the locality...,

Local tadition did not record when the pottery functioned but the Garstang Parish Registers (2) tell
us that one William Hudson, potter, br:ried his first wife, Margaret, on the lTth May l72l and
maried his second wife, Agnes Kirby of Bonds, on27th October 1723. Whtle it is not certain that
Hudson worked at Bilsborrow this looks most likely at present.

Further work on the pottery from the site and on the documentary evidence may produce firther
information. I would like to thank Mrs Allouis of lnglewhite and Mr Vasey of Bilsbonow for
letting me know about the find, for showing me the site and for letting me have a sample for the
City Museum collection (3). Although Bilsborrow is outside tlre Museum's nornal collecting area
it is very likely that the pottery supplied Lancaster as well as Preston in the 18th century, so it will
be interesting to check fabrics in appropriate deposits in both towns.

Notes

1. A. Hewitson, Norttrward, between Preston and Lancaster, 1900, 33.

2. Parish Registers of Garstang 1660-1734, Lancs. Parish Register Society, 1932,128,249.

3. The sample has the acc. no. LM98.24.
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